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Message Authentication Framework and Protocol

for 5G-enabled Vehicular Networks
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Abstract—Traditional public key infrastructure-based authen-
tication schemes provide vehicular networks with identity au-
thentication and conditional privacy protection, which are not
sufficient for assessing the credibility of messages. Additionally,
although the new generation of cellular networks (5G) can
dramatically improve the transmission efficiency of the messages,
many existing authentication schemes are based on complex
bilinear pairing operations, and the calculation time is too long
to be suitable for delay-sensitive 5G-enabled vehicular networks.
To address these issues, we propose a reputation system-based
lightweight message authentication framework and protocol for
5G-enabled vehicular networks (RSMA). The trusted authority
(TA) is in charge of reputation management. A vehicle with
a reputation score below the given threshold cannot obtain a
credit reference from the TA for participating in the communi-
cation; therefore, the number of untrusted messages in vehicular
networks is reduced from the source. Security analysis shows
that our scheme is secure against an adaptively chosen-message
attack, and also satisfies a series of requirements of vehicular
networks. The scheme is based on the elliptic curve cryptosystem
and supports batch authentication; therefore, it shows better
performance in terms of time consumption when compared with
related schemes.

Index Terms—Authentication, vehicular networks, reputation
system, elliptic curve

I. INTRODUCTION

PRESENTLY, governments in various nations are racing
to invest in the development and application of 5G [2],

[34], [17]. As a new technology, 5G is characterized by high
speed, low delay, wide coverage and support for device-to-
device (D2D) communications. This technology creates a huge
opportunity for the mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), espe-
cially in vehicular networks [6], [10]. The so-called vehicular
networks are a type of distributed self-organizing network in
which many different types of vehicles communicate with
neighboring vehicles using an installed on-board unit (OBU),
in a wireless network environment. Through information
sharing between vehicles, two main types of applications
can be realized: safety-related applications and infotainment
applications [13]. The former mainly indicates that drivers can
give an early response, using the instant information obtained
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from other vehicles for avoiding traffic congestion, improving
traffic efficiency and reducing traffic accidents. The latter
aims to enhance people’s driving experience and enjoyment
during travel; it includes peer-to-peer gaming, video streaming
downloads, Internet content sharing, etc.

Despite such numerous advantages of launching vehicular
networks, there are some difficulties and challenges need to
be solved [7], [45], [47]. Messages are transmitted in an
open wireless environment; therefore, a strong security protec-
tion system must be provided. An adversary could intercept,
modify, and replay the transmitted messages by controlling
communication channels, the normal communication under the
vehicular networks could be destroyed. Meanwhile, users’ re-
quirements for fast authentication and privacy protection must
be guaranteed [45]. In general, the implementation scheme of
the vehicular networks should be able to ensure the privacy,
integrity, and credibility of messages while achieving rapid and
efficient authentication, as well as resisting ordinary security
attacks.

A number of authentication schemes have been proposed.
Unfortunately, owing to the inherently expensive overhead of
bilinear pairing operations and MapToPoint functions, these
schemes cannot efficiently handle the authentication process
[9]. Additionally, some of them require roadside units (RSUs)
to participate in the authentication process [44]. However,
RSUs are expensive and vulnerable to physical attacks in the
open areas. More importantly, traditional public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI) can only build defense for identity authentication,
but it cannot distinguish untrusted vehicles from all the au-
thorized vehicles; consequently, the credibility of the message
can hardly be guaranteed [6]. In fact, once the content of a
message is not credible, efforts for both identity authentication
and data integrity verification may be in vain [42].

In this paper, besides using elliptic curve encryption al-
gorithm to achieve secure message authentication with lower
computation overhead, we also propose a reputation system for
reducing the number of untrusted messages. It is worth noting
that reputation system has played an increasingly important
role in vehicular networks. It has been applied to multiple
scenarios in vehicular networks, such as stimulating resource
collaborative downloading [20], recommending platoon head
vehicles [15], optimizing resources assignment [27], and as-
sessing data credibility [22]. Additionally, we set our novel
sights into the 5G technology, as it can integrate multiple radio
access technologies (RATs) into the cellular system archi-
tecture. Reusing the available cellular network infrastructure
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will reduce the cost of deploying vehicular networks. This
technology can also provide peak-data-rate up to 20 Gb/s,
average data-rate greater than 100 Mb/s, in support of high
data-rate services [30]. 5G’s up to a 1000-fold increase in
capacity makes it possible for more efficient vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communications [40], and reliable connections as well
as low latency (around 1 millisecond) also provide enough
support for the transmission of messages [41]. More impor-
tantly, although 5G can dramatically improve the transmission
efficiency of messages, many existing authentication schemes
are based on complex bilinear-pairing operations, making the
calculation time too large to be suitable for delay-sensitive
5G-enabled vehicular networks. Therefore, in this study we
focus on innovating a novel and practical 5G-enabled vehicular
network framework, and propose the reputation system-based
lightweight message authentication framework and protocol
(RSMA) using the elliptic curve cryptosystem.

A. Our Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first authentication
protocol based on the reputation system for 5G-enabled vehic-
ular communications. Specifically, three main contributions of
our study are given as follows:

• First, a reputation system is proposed for reducing the
number of untrusted messages from the source in 5G-
enabled vehicular networks. A vehicle with a reputation
score below the threshold is unable to participate in
the communication because it cannot obtain the credit
reference from the TA.

• Second, a lightweight message authentication framework
and protocol is designed for 5G-enabled vehicular net-
works. The framework does not require RSU participates
in the authentication process, as it will increase the
computational latency and system security risks. The
5G base-station in our scheme is only responsible for
assisting transmission of messages.

• Finally, a security proof is conducted and detailed security
analysis shows that our scheme could achieve security
objectives in vehicular networks. Our scheme adopts el-
liptic curve cryptography and supports batch verification,
therefore, compared with related schemes it shows better
performance in time consumption.

B. Organization of the Rest Paper

Section II provides an overview of related work. Section
III gives background information and preliminary knowledge
related to this paper. Section IV briefly describes our protocol.
In Section V and Section VI, the specific security analysis
and time consumption analysis are presented. Then, in Section
VII, preliminary evaluation is given. Finally, We provide some
concluding remarks in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

To achieve secured communication in vehicular networks,
some authentication schemes have been proposed. Anonymous
certificates are used by Raya et al. [31] for the integrity

check and authentication of messages. However, the PKI-based
scheme has a serious problem of certificate management [13].
For this reason, some researchers proposed an identity-based
(ID-based) public key encryption scheme. Through generating
private keys for pseudonyms, certificates are no longer needed
in Zhang et al.’s scheme [45], consequently, the overhead of
transmission is significantly reduced. However, the scheme is
easily affected by the modification attacks [21], [25]. Later,
Lu et al. [26] used the dynamic short-term anonymous key
issued by the RSUs to prevent the vehicular communication
from being traced. The proposed protocol not only capable
of achieving the conditional privacy preservation, but also
minimize the anonymous keys storage at each OBU. Unfor-
tunately, Huang et al. [16] and Pandi Vijayakumar et al.
[38] pointed out that since the pseudonym keys of vehicles
in this ECPP scheme are generated by the RSUs, there is
a fairly high latency in the key generation process. Besides,
ubiquitous presence of RSUs are needed for assisting vehicles
to get their pseudonyms and private keys. Additionally, since
the vehicles can acquire their pseudonyms from each RSU,
the revocation of the malicious vehicle cannot be achieved.
Later, using a group signature, Wu et al. [39] proposed a
conditional privacy preservation protocol (CPPA). Each RSU
maintains an on-the-fly-generated group so vehicles are able
to generate and verify messages anonymously. However, the
network topology formed by vehicles changes very quickly
so this scheme can not easily select group members [48]. In
2012, Shim et al. [35] designed a new CPPA which dedicated
to vehicle-to-infrastructure communications based on their ID-
based signature scheme. However, since the scheme uses com-
plex bilinear pairing operations, there is a high computational
and communication delay.

Obviously, although the certificate management problem ex-
isted in the PKI-based authentication schemes can be solved by
utilizing the ID-based scheme, there are still some challenges.
On the one hand, many schemes use complex bilinear pairing
operations and require RSUs to participate in authentication,
so they are not well suited for time-delay-sensitive vehicular
networks [13]. Besides, once the RSU is compromised, some
important information stored in the RSU will be leaked,
thereby the system security is reduced [38]. On the other hand,
the performances of such schemes are not satisfactory, since
there are still security vulnerabilities. More importantly, few
researchers take into account the credibility issue of messages.
In fact, legitimate vehicles that have already been authenticated
are still likely to send malicious or meaningless messages,
which causes the efforts for both identity authentication and
data integrity verification in vain [1].

For the former problem, researchers have used the el-
liptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) for designing the efficient
authentication scheme. In He et al.’s scheme [13], an ID-
based authentication scheme was proposed. It does not use
bilinear pairing and supports batch verification; consequently,
computational complexity is reduced while achieving lower
communication costs. As for the latter problem, in recent
years, researchers have proposed reputation systems to ensure
the credibility of messages in vehicular networks. Based on a
reputation system, a announcement scheme was proposed by
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Fig. 1. The model of 5G-enabled vehicular networks.

Li et al. [22]. It allows vehicles to evaluate the credibility
of messages. Vehicles can quickly determine whether the
information is reliable according to the sender’s reputation
score. Because it reflects to which extent the vehicle has
published credible information before, which also reflects the
probability that the vehicle may announce credible information
later. In the scheme of Yang et al. [42], a reputation system
was proposed for evaluating data credibility by means of
blockchain technology. Based on the ratings stored in the
blockchain, vehicles can assess the credibility of the message
by calculating the reputation score of the sender. However, the
safety problems of vehicular networks are not considered in
these two schemes.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the 5G-enabled vehicular
network model and system assumptions first. There are mainly
four types of entities in the network, namely, a global rep-
utation center (GRC), the trusted authority (TA), the fixed
roadside 5G base station (5G-BS), and vehicles equipped with
OBUs. Then we describe three modules of the reputation
system managed by the TA. Finally, we identify the security
objectives.

A. Network Model and Assumptions

Figure.1 illustrates the model of the 5G-enabled vehicular
network considered in our framework. Details of network
entities and system assumptions are described below.

1) TA: The TA has excellent computing and storage ca-
pabilities. In the reputation system-based authentication

protocol, TA mainly performs the following two func-
tions:

• Vehicle registration: Before joining into the 5G-
enabled vehicular network, vehicles need to register
in the local TA [8]. The TA records basic informa-
tion of the vehicle. Then the TA stores the security
parameters, a pseudo-ID, and corresponding private
key into the OBU. In order to resist malicious
attacks, the TA will generate a new pseudo-ID and
private key for the legitimate vehicle applying for
updating.

• Reputation management: Apart from the registra-
tion, the TA needs to manage the vehicle’s rep-
utation score based on the feedback from other
vehicles. Only the vehicle whose reputation score
exceeds the threshold can obtain a credit reference
(CR) which is only valid for a period of time.

2) GRC: It is a global reputation database that stores
reputation information of all vehicles sent by the TA.
The main function is to facilitate TA in other areas to
obtain the reputation scores of newly joined vehicles.

3) 5G-BS: 5G base stations are located at the intersections
or hotspots, and it is responsible for relaying the mes-
sages exchanged between V2V and vehicles to TA. We
assume that 5G-BS already be able to provide good net-
work coverage, with super-fast information transmission
speed [12].

4) Vehicle: With the wireless communication capabilities
provided by the equipped OBU, vehicles can com-
municate with the TA and other vehicles. The OBU
supports the 5G protocol and is a tamper-proof device
which stores the vehicle’s private data and provides the
cryptographic processing capabilities.

System assumptions:
1) The TA is fully trustworthy and will never be compro-

mised.
2) No secret data stored in the vehicles can be learned by

anyone.
3) The time in all parts of vehicular networks is kept in

sync.
If vehicles calculate their reputation scores by themselves,

the accuracy and reliability of reputation update cannot be
ensured [18], [23]. Therefore, underlying reputation manage-
ment tasks are executed by the TA [31]. Besides, in view of
the fact that the number of vehicles is too large, we propose a
scalable solution that redundant TAs are installed according to
the size of service areas which have identical functionalities,
to avoid becoming a bottleneck or a single fault [3]. Geo-
distributed TAs collaborate for vehicular networks. Note that
in our protocol, TAs send the same new credit reference for
all legitimate vehicles within a fixed period of time, therefore
all TAs need to store the same set of credit reference at the
very beginning.

B. Reputation System

Reputation is defined as the opinion of one user or device
about the other, and more specifically, it can be considered as
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Fig. 2. Framework of the reputation system.

the user’s trustworthiness [37]. In our framework, the reputa-
tion system managed by the TA consists of three modules:
the feedback collection module, the reputation calculation
module, and the reputation update module. The reputation of
the vehicles are expressed by the numerical scores, which
are a quantitative form of vehicles’ long-term behavioral
performance. Reputation scores are updated but not cleared or
reset. Figure. 2 shows the overall framework of our reputation
system.

1) Feedback collection module (FC): After the interac-
tion, vehicles participating in the feedback, according
to whether the content of the message is useful, put
forward individual feedback about the target vehicle Vi
to the TA through the 5G base station. The feedback
contains the timestamp tt, the message Mv of the target
vehicle, and the identity of themselves. The TA collects
and filters out all the valid feedbacks [46]. Afterwards,
TA classifies this feedbacks according to the type of
the Mv (kind or malicious) and retrieves the reputation
scores of VFi. In order to ensure the freshness of the
feedback messages, a message filtering time window is
introduced in this module.

2) Reputation calculation module (RC): Ensure the accu-
rate of the reputation score is of critical importance [36].
Existing reputation score calculation methods mainly

use weighted sums [4], Bayesian neutron networks [5],
reputation heuristic algorithms [32] or Google PageRank
algorithm [33]. Inspired by the work of chen et al. [6]
and Huang et al. [18], in this protocol we use a weighted
sum method and set user’s reputation score as the initial
score of the vehicle to solve the cold start problem.
Different messages and different reputation scores of
participating vehicles leading to reputation segments
with diverse qualities. Therefore, we use multi-weighted
for accurate reputation update in RSMA.

Using the results of the feedback collection module,
the new reputation score for a given target vehicle Vi can
be calculated through the four steps shown in Algorithm
1. Here, we give the corresponding explanation of our
reputation calculation algorithm. First, we assume that
vehicles VFi that participating in the feedback constitute
the set A, where A = {VFi|i = 1, . . . , N}, and the
reputation scores RSFi of VFi constitute the set S,
where S = {RSFi|i = 1, . . . , N}.

In step 1, the total number N of participating vehicles
is multiplied by the weight ωi, which is corresponding
to the effect of message Mv (Mv is sent by Vi with a
timestamp tt), for obtaining the effect degree score Dt,
therefore Dt = N ∗ ωi. To be clear, we set the effect
of the message to three levels: light (ω1), medium (ω2),
heavy (ω3). The deeper the effect of Mv , the larger the
value of ωi, that is, ω1 < ω2 < ω3. In step 2, we first
classify the participating vehicles into three different
levels low, medium, high, based on their reputation
scores. low, medium, and high, correspond to three
different numerical intervals of reputation scores, for
example, [60-75], [75-90], and [90-100], respectively.
Considering that the higher level of VFi’s reputation
score belongs to, indicates the vehicle VFi performed
better in the past period of time, therefore their feed-
backs are more closer to the real situation, so we give the
high level the maximum weight. Then step 2 calculates
the objective evaluation score Et through multiply the
number of vehicles n1 of different reputation levels
by its corresponding weight µ1; consequently, we get
Et = n1 ∗ µ1 + n2 ∗ µ2 + n3 ∗ µ3. Step 3 is to get Vi’s
historical reputation score RSt

V i and set Ht = RSt
V i.

Finally, in step 4, the new reputation score RS(t+1)
V i =

α ∗ Ht ± (β ∗ Et + γ ∗ Dt) is generated based on
steps 1-3 which is the weighted average of Dt, Et,
and Ht. α, β, and γ are three predefined weighting
factors and satisfy α+ β + γ = 1. As time elapses, the
reputation score evolves. Good feedback will increase
the reputation score of Vi, whereas negative feedback
will reduce the reputation score of Vi.

3) Reputation update module (RU): The TA updates repu-
tation score in its local reputation database. Meanwhile,
TA sends this latest score into the GRC via the Internet.
Upon the bad feedbacks accumulate to a certain extent,
causing the reputation score of the vehicle below the
given threshold, TA will add this vehicle to the blacklist
and broadcast its real identity.
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Note that the reputation calculation is a relatively indepen-
dent module, so our protocol can easily be combined with
other efficient reputation calculation methods.

Algorithm 1 Reputation Calculation Framework
Input:

Mvi; the reputation scores of Vi and VFi;
// A = {VFi|i = 1, . . . , N}, S = {RSFi|i = 1, . . . , N}

Output:
the new reputation score RS(t+1)

V i of Vi (TA→ Vi);
// Tc denotes the current time
// ∆t denotes the time threshold

1: while (Tc − tt < ∆t) do
2: Step 1: The Effect Degree Score Dt

3: Check the effect of Mv

4: Calculate Dt = N ∗ ωi

// ω1 ← light, ω2 ← medium, ω3 ← heavy
// ω1, ω2, ω3 ∈ [0, 1], ω1 + ω2 + ω3=1

5: Step 2: The Objective Evaluation Score Et

6: for each RSFi ∈ low
7: n1 = the number of RSFi ∈ low;
8: for each RSFi ∈ medium
9: n2 = the number of RSFi ∈ medium;

10: for each RSFi ∈ high
11: n3 = the number of RSFi ∈ high;
12: Calculate Et = n1 ∗ µ1 + n2 ∗ µ2 + n3 ∗ µ3;

// µ1 ← low, µ2 ← medium, µ3 ← high
// µ1, µ2, µ3 ∈ [0, 1], µ1 + µ2 + µ3 = 1
// n1 + n2 + n3 = N

13: Step 3: Historical Reputation Score Ht

14: Get the RSt
V i of Vi from database;

15: Let Ht = RSt
V i;

16: Step 4: The Final Reputation Score RSt+1
V i

17: Calculate RS(t+1)
V i = α ∗Ht ± (β ∗ Et + γ ∗Dt);

// (α+ β + γ = 1)
18: end while

C. Security Objectives
Our scheme is targeted at achieving the following security

objectives:
1) Message authentication: The vehicle can verify that

messages are not actually forged or modified by others.
2) Identity privacy preservation:Any third party can not

obtain vehicle’s true identity through the message from
a given vehicle.

3) Credibility: The message should be a valuable message
sent by a legitimate vehicle. It is not malicious or mean-
ingless message that just wastes bandwidth resources
and consumes computing power.

4) Traceability: Although the true identity of the vehicle is
hidden from any other vehicle. However, if necessary,
the TA is able to get the real identity of vehicle.

5) Un-linkability: No third party can link messages from
the same vehicle through the message content.

6) Resistance to ordinary attacks: The scheme should be
able to resist common attacks, for instance, imperson-
ation attack, replay attack, offline password guessing

Fig. 3. Framework of the proposed protocol.

attack, and modification attack that exist in vehicular
networks.

IV. PROPOSED PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe the proposed protocol in detail.
At first, TA setups the system. Before a vehicle can join into
the vehicular network, it must register with the TA. After
successfully passing through the login phase, vehicle sends
the encrypted and signed messages, then neighboring vehicles
verify these messages and put forward feedbacks to the TA
according to the content of messages. Upon receiving the
feedbacks, the TA invokes the reputation management system
to update the reputation score of the vehicle. Only the vehicle
with a reputation score greater than the threshold can obtain
the new pseudonym and corresponding private key as well as
credit reference from TA, in the pseudo-ID and private key ex-
traction phase. Moreover, we provide a password change phase
for user friendly. Our scheme has the following advantages:
(1) Our scheme shows better performance in time consumption
since it does not require any MapToPoint operation and is
pairing free; (2) to improve performance further, the function
of batch verification of multiple messages is included; (3)
we propose a reputation system for reducing the number of
untrusted messages, and with the credit reference generated
based on one-way hash function, vehicles can more quickly
verify whether the message comes from TA or other legitimate
vehicles. Figure. 3 shows the framework of our protocol.
Notations are listed in Table I.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notations Definitions

TA Trusted authority
s The private key of the TA

Ppub The public key of the TA
UIDi The real identity of user
Vi The i− th vehicle
IDi The real identity of Vi

AIDi The pseudo identity of Vi

PWi The password of Vi

CR Credit reference
Mku A CRi and AIDi update request message
RTH Reputation threshold
tti The latest timestamp

h,H1, H2 Three collision-free one-way hash functions
‖ Concatenation operation
⊕ Exclusive-OR operation

Fig. 4. The credit references set generation scheme.

A. System Setup

Let Fp be the finite field over p, and p is a prime number
denotes the size of finite field. (a, b) ∈ Fp are the parameters
of elliptic curve E, and P is the generator point of E with a
prime order of q. O denotes infinity and P 6= O.

1) The TA chooses h: {0, 1}∗→Zq , H1: {0, 1}∗→Zq , H2:
{0, 1}∗→Zq and sets the randomly selected number
s ∈ Zq as its private key, then computes Ppub = sP as
its corresponding public key. TA keeps s and publishes
{H1, H2, P, Ppub, q} as the system public parameters.
Note that h will not be published, it only stored in TA
and vehicles for further improvement of the robustness
of our scheme.

2) The TA generates the credit references set {CRi,
i=1,. . . , N} using the hash-chain method. Moreover, the
lifetime of CRi is short for strong security. Because all
TAs will update credit references that used for vehicle
communications within a fixed period. Therefore, before
the current CR going to end, each vehicle must send
Mku to the nearest TA. Fig. 4 shows that new credit
reference cannot be inferred from the old one. Existing
authentication schemes for value-added services in 5G-
enabled vehicular networks contain the cloud server
[11], [28], due to such services require huge computing
and storage capabilities [19]. We will add cloud servers
in our framework to support value-added vehicular ser-
vices such as video streaming download service, and use
CR to provide a reference for the cloud server when the
vehicle requests video stream information, i.e., the cloud
server only provides service to vehicles with CR.

B. Registration

Prior to joining 5G-enabled vehicular networks, vehicles
must register in the local TA before leaving the factory.

1) The user sends UIDi, IDi along with the selected login
password PWi to the local TA.

2) The TA checks the reputation score of the user according
to his identity information, and sets this score RSi

as the initial reputation score of the vehicle, at the
same time, TA issues a credit reference for the vehicle.
After that, TA computes secret authentication parameters
Ai =h(UIDi‖IDi‖s) and Bi =h(PWi)⊕ Ai. TA gen-
erates a pseudo-ID AIDi =IDi⊕ h(s‖Ri) and the cor-
responding private key SAIDi = ri + s ·H1(AIDi‖Ri)
mod q for Vi, where ri∈ Zq is a randomly selected
number and Ri =riP [13]. Note that unlike CR, TA in
each region can generate different Ri and just need to
guarantee that CR and Ri are updated synchronously.

3) The TA stores {UIDi, IDi, PWi, CR, AIDi, SAIDi,
h} and the secret authentication parameters Ai, Bi into
the Vi, and locally stores {IDi, RSi}. Moreover, the
adversary cannot launch a stolen-verified attack suc-
cessfully, because TA does not save the vehicle’s login
password.

C. Login

As the first checkpoint, in the login phase, Vi verifies the
legitimacy of the user by the following two steps.

1) User inputs (PWi, UIDi, IDi) to the Vi.
2) Vehicle Vi verifies whether the PWi makes the equation

Bi =h(PWi )⊕ Ai hold. If the user enters wrong PWi,
then this login request will be rejected, otherwise this
request will be permitted.

D. Message Signing and Verification

After the login phase, Vi sends messages to neighboring
vehicles. Messages are encrypted using CR, so only vehicles
with valid CR can decrypt the information sent by Vi. This
operation improves the credibility of the messages and reduces
the participation of malicious vehicles.

1) Vehicle Vi uses the randomly selected number di ∈ Zq

to calculate Di = diP , M1 = CR⊕Mi, M2 =CR⊕Di.
Then Vi signs the message Mi by calculating σvi =
SAIDi + di ·H2(AIDi‖Ri‖Di‖M1‖tti) mod q, where
Mi is a safety-related or infotainment information. Note
that Di can be calculated before signing the message.

2) Vi sends the {AIDi, Ri,M1,M2, tti, σvi} to the neigh-
boring vehicles.

3) Upon receiving the {AIDi, Ri,M1,M2, tti, σvi}, the
verifier first checks the timestamp of the message. The
verifier would reject the message if it is invalid.

4) The verifier uses CR to decrypt M1 and M2 to obtain
Mi and Di. After that the verifier calculates h(i,1) =
H1(AIDi ‖ Ri), h(i,2) = H2(AIDi ‖ Ri ‖ Di ‖
M1 ‖ tti) to check whether the equation (1) holds. If
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so, the verifier accepts the message; otherwise, it will
be rejected.

σviP = h(i,2)Di +Ri + h(i,1)Ppub (1)

Batch Verification: This scheme supports batch verification,
that is, a vehicle can simultaneously verify n messages sent
from other vehicles. To resist the new attacks on ID-based
batch signatures [25], for the received message tuples of
different vehicles, the verifier randomly chooses a vector
a = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, further more, ai ∈ [1, 2t] and t is a
small random integer. If the tti (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is invalid,
the verifier rejects the message. Then, the verifier checks if
the equation (2) holds. If so, the verifier accepts the message;
otherwise, it will be rejected.

(Σn
i=1ai · σvi) · P = (Σn

i=1ai · h(i,2) ·Di) + Σn
i=1ai ·Ri

+ (Σn
i=1ai · h(i,1)) · Ppub

(2)

E. Reputation Management

Upon receiving the feedback messages, the TA invokes the
reputation system designed by us as described in section III
to update the reputation score and uploads it to the global
reputation center. For the vehicle whose reputation score below
the threshold, TA will blacklist the vehicle, refuse to send a
new private key and a credit reference for it, and broadcast
its true identity. Meanwhile, in order to encourage vehicles to
behave well and actively participate in the feedback process, it
is necessary to set up an incentive mechanism such as reducing
the insurance of vehicles whose reputation score exceeds the
threshold [43].

F. Pseudo-ID and Private Key Extraction

As previously mentioned, the TA will update the credit
reference CR in a new time period; consequently, when CR’s
life is about to end, the vehicle will send the update request
message Mku to the TA. At first, TA checks the reputation
score of this vehicle. If the reputation score greater than the
threshold, TA sends a new credit reference CRi+1 to the
vehicle in an encrypted way. Note that all vehicles in this
time period receive the same new credit reference.

1) Vehicle Vi uses the randomly selected number ni ∈ Zq

to calculate Ni = niP . Then uses CRi to encrypt
the update request Mvi = CRi ⊕ Mku and sign-
s the message by computing σvi = SAIDi + di ·
H2(AIDi‖Ri‖Ni‖Mku‖tti) mod q.

2) Vehicle Vi sends the tuple {AIDi, Ri, Ni,Mvi, σvi, tti}
to the nearest TA. Once the request message is received
by the TA, TA first checks the timestamp of the message
and obtains the Mku using CRi. TA computes h(i,1)=
H1(AIDi‖Ri), h(i,2) =H2(AIDi‖Ri‖Ni‖Mku‖tti) to
verify whether the equation σviP= h(i,2)Ni+Ri +
h(i,1)Ppub holds. If it does hold, the TA calculates
IDi = AIDi ⊕ h(s‖Ri) to get the true identity of the
vehicle.

3) The TA uses the randomly selected number r
′

i to
compute R

′

i = r
′

iP (publish R
′

i each time ) to gen-
erate a new pseudo-ID AID

′

i = IDi ⊕ h(s‖R′i)
and the corresponding private key S

′

AID = r
′

i + s ·
H1(AID

′

i‖R
′

i) mod q. Then TA computes M(T,1) =

h(Bi‖Ni) ⊕ CR(i+1), M(T,2) = h(Bi‖Ni) ⊕ AID
′

i

, and M(T,3) = h(Bi‖Ni) ⊕ S
′

AIDi. Obviously, only
the vehicle with private authentication parameter Bi

is able to obtain AID
′

i, S
′

AIDi, and CR(i+1). Fi-
nally, TA signs the message by calculating σTA =
H2(Ppub‖Bi‖Ni‖M(T,1)‖M(T,2)‖M(T,3)‖tti) × ri + s
mod q.

4) The TA sends the reply message
{M(T,1),M(T,2),M(T,3), σTA} to Vi.

5) Vehicle Vi first checks the timestamp of the mes-
sage, then checks if CRi equals h(CR(i+1)) to ver-
ify the identity of the sender, because only TA
has the set of credit references generated using
the hash function. Then Vi computes h(i,2) =
H2(Ppub‖Bi‖Ni‖M(T,1)‖M(T,2)‖M(T,3)‖tti) for veri-
fying if the equation σTA ·P = H(i,2) ·Ri +Ppub holds.
If it does hold, the Vi calculates and stores AID

′

i and
S
′

(AIDi) for participating in the next communication of
vehicular networks.

G. Password Change

This scheme provides users with a convenient password
change procedure. Due to there is no need for TA’s assistance,
through the following steps the passwords can be changed
whenever users like.

1) The user keys in PWi, UIDi, IDi, and PW
′

i .
2) Vi checks whether the information entered by the user

makes the equation Bi = h(PWi) ⊕ Ai hold. After-
wards, Vi performs B

′

i = Bi ⊕ h(PWi)⊕ h(PW
′

i ) for
changing PWi into PW

′

i .

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

A. Security Proof

First, we introduce the elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem (ECDLP).

• Definition 1. ECDLP: t ∈ Zq and T = tP ∈ G, where
P is the generator of the group G. Given T = tP , it is
not feasible to learn t.

Next, the security model for the RSMA is defined by a game
played between an adversary A and a challenger C. Note that
C maintains hash lists LH1 and LH2.

• Setup−Oracle: C generates the private key and param-
eters of the system. Then, C sends the system parameters
to A, when A invokes this query.

• H1−Oracle: C returns the selected random number x ∈
Zq to A and inserts the tuple 〈m,x〉 into LH1, when A
invokes this query.

• H2−Oracle: C returns the selected random number x ∈
Zq to A and inserts the tuple 〈m,x〉 into LH2, when A
invokes this query.
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• Extract − Oracle: When A invokes this query using
the AIDi about user’s identity, C generates a message
〈AIDi, SAIDi〉 and sends it to A.

• Sign − Oracle: When A invokes this query using the
message Mi about traffic status, C generates a message
〈Mi, Di, σi〉 and sends it to A.

Within a time bound T and with a probability of ε, A per-
forms existential forgery under an adaptively chosen message
attack against the proposed scheme. If A could generate a
valid login request message, then A could violate the RSMA.
Let AdvAuth (A) denote the probability that A could violate
the RSMA.

Theorem 1: Q and R represent times that A can ask the
random oracle and the sign oracle. If A can break the proposed
authentication scheme, then within a time period T , C that can
break ECDLP, which is expected to be less than 120686QT/ε,
if ε ≥ 10(R+ 1)(R+Q)/q.

Proof : Suppose that an ECDLP sample (P, SAIDiP ) is giv-
en for SAIDi ∈ Zq , C performs our signature scheme. Suppose
A is able to break the proposed scheme. By performing the
following queries from adversary A, challenger C can solve
the ECDLP by run A as a subroutine with a non-ignorable
probability.
Setup: The setup algorithm takes a security parameter k

as input. C sets the randomly selected number s as its private
key, then computes the public key Ppub where Ppub = sP .
Afterwards, C sends {P, Ppub, q,H1, H2} to adversary A.
H1 hash query: If A invokes an H1 queries using the

tuple 〈AIDi, Ri〉, C exams if the tuple 〈AIDi, Ri〉 has already
existed in LH1 under the tuple 〈AIDi, Ri, h1〉. If so, C sends
the corresponding value h1 in the tuple to A; otherwise, C
selects a random h1 and inserts a new tuple 〈AIDi, Ri, h1〉
into LH1. Afterwards, C returns the value h1 = H1(AIDi‖Ri)
to A.
H2 hash query: If A invokes an H2 query using the

tuple 〈Ri, Di, AIDi,Mi, tti〉, C will check whether the tuple
〈Ri, Di, AIDi,Mi, tti〉 has already stored in LH2 under the
tuple of 〈Ri, Di, AIDi,Mi, tti, h2〉. If so, C outputs h2 to A;
otherwise, C selects a random number h2 then inserts the new
tuple 〈Ri, Di, AIDi,Mi, tti, h2〉 into the hash list LH2. Af-
terwards, C returns the value h2 = H2(Ri‖Di‖AIDi‖Mi‖tti)
to A.
Extract query: If A invokes this query on a user’s identity

AIDi, C calculates Ri
.
= riP , and then checks if the tuple

〈AIDi, Ri〉 already stored in LH1, where ri is a randomly
selected number. If a corresponding pair 〈AIDi, Ri, h1

.
=

H1(AIDi‖Ri)〉 cannot be found based on 〈AIDi, Ri〉, C
sends a failure message to A and refuses this query. Otherwise,
C computes SAIDi = ri+H1(AIDi‖Ri)×s modq and returns
〈AIDi, SAIDi〉 to A. Note that A cannot get the SAIDk

of
the target user with AIDk by making this extract query.
Sign query: If A uses the pseudo-ID AIDi to make

a sign query on a message Mi, C first checks the tu-
ple 〈AIDi, Ri, h1〉 from LH1. C gets h1 from the tuple
〈AIDi, Ri, h1〉. Next, C randomly selects two numbers di
and h2. Besides, C randomly selects two numbers ui and
vi and tries again. Otherwise, C computes Di = h−1

2 uiP −

Q and σi = ui and sends 〈Mi, Di, σi〉 to A, where
H2(Ri‖Di‖AIDi‖Mi‖tti) = h2.
Analysis: By using Forking lemma [29], once A can

generate two valid signatures (Di, σi = h2×di+SAIDimodq)
and (D

′

i, σ
′

i = h
′

2di + SAIDimodq), and h2 6= h
′

2, then C can
get SAIDi from these two valid signatures successfully by
computing

(h
′

2σV i − h2σ
′

V i)

(h
′
2 − h2)

modq

=
(h
′

2h2di + h
′

2SAIDi − h2h
′

2di − h2SAIDi)

(h
′
2 − h2)

modq

= SAIDi.

(3)

Consequently, C has the ability to solve the ECDLP within
an expected time less than 120686QT/ε ,where ε ≥ 10(R +
1)(R + Q)/q. This conclusion contradicts with definition 1,
so the proposed scheme is secure against forgery under an
adaptive chosen message attack in the random oracle model.

B. Security Analysis

1) Message authentication: No adversary can generate
a valid message in polynomial time because of the
ECDLP. Therefore, the receiver can check the integri-
ty of the message received from other vehicles using
σviP = h(i,2)Di +Ri + h(i,1)Ppub.

2) Identity privacy preservation: The true identity of the
vehicle is hidden in the pseudo-ID. Because the master
key of the TA is secret, so others cannot get the true
identity of the vehicle.

3) Credibility: Only the vehicle with a reputation score
greater than the threshold can obtain a credible refer-
ence CR issued by the TA for further participating in
vehicular communications.

4) Traceability: Once the signature message is disputed,
the TA can extract vehicle’s real identity by computing
IDi = AIDi ⊕ h(s‖Ri).

5) Un-linkability: Because the vehicle uses the dynamically
updated pseudo-ID to sign the message, and the message
contains random numbers, so it is impossible for the
adversary to connect multiple messages from the same
vehicle.

6) Resistance to ordinary attacks: Our scheme could with-
stand the following common types of attacks.

• Impersonation attack: The adversary cannot impersonate
the TA to generate a valid credit reference and new
pseudo-ID, since both of them contain the master key of
the TA. On the other hand, due to the CR is generated
using the one-way hash function, so if vehicles receive
the CR, the correctness of the CR can be verified by
computing CRi = h(CR(i+1)).

• Replay attack: Each message contains the timestamp. By
checking the validity of the timestamp, participants could
discover the replay of the message.

• Modify attack: Once the message has been modified, the
equation will no longer hold. Therefore the scheme can
resist modification attacks.
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TABLE II
SECURITY COMPARISON

SEC-
1

SEC-
2

SEC-
3

SEC-
4

SEC-
5

SEC-
6

Azees’s scheme
[3]

? ? ? × × ×

Tzeng’s scheme
[14]

? ? ? ? × ×

He’s scheme
[13]

? ? ? ? × ×

Li’s scheme
[24]

? ? ? ? × ×

Our scheme ? ? ? ? ? ?

? : The requirement is satisfied.
× : The requirement is not satisfied.

TABLE III
EXECUTION TIME

Cryptographic operation Time (ms)

Tbp 5.086
Tbm 0.694
Tba 0.0018
Tmtp 0.0992
Tem 0.3218
Tea 0.0024
Th 0.001

• Offline Password Guessing Attack: In the initial reg-
istration process, the TA uses s to calculate Ai =
h(UIDi‖IDi‖s) for the vehicle Vi. Additionally, users
can change the password PWi frequently, therefore, the
adversary can not guess both s and the password PWi

correctly in polynomial time.

C. Security Comparison

Let SEC-1, SEC-2, SEC-3, SEC-4, SEC-5, and SEC-6
denote message authentication, identity privacy preservation,
unlinkability, replaying resistance, offline password guessing
resistance and the message credibility. The security compar-
ison results listed in Table II shows that our protocol can
achieve more merits.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In the next two subsections, we analyze the time consump-
tion of our protocol and compare it with four recent batch
verification supported schemes for vehicular networks.

In the schemes of Azees et al.’s [3] and Tzeng et al.’s [14],
the crypto-operations are established on bilinear pairings. In
the schemes of He et al.’s [13] and Li et al.’s [24] as well as
the proposed protocol, the crypto-operations are established on
ECC. Here, we adopt the method of computation evaluation
proposed in [14]. The bilinear pairing E : G1 ×G1 → GT is
created for achieving the security level of 80 bits, a point P is
G1’s generator. The G1 with the order q on the super singular
elliptic curve E: y2 = x3 + x mod p. Besides, p is made up
of a 512 prime number and q is made up of a 160-bit Solinas

Fig. 5. Computational delay to sign and verify a message.

prime number. We use G whose generator is a point P on
a non-singular elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p)
(a, b ∈ Zp) for achieving the security level of 80 bits, where p,
q are made up of two 160-bit prime number. Notations about
execution time of related operations are defined as follows.

• Tbp: The time for performing a bilinear pairing operation
e(S, T ), where S, T∈ G1.

• Tbm: The time for performing a scale multiplication
operation x ·P about the bilinear pairing, where P ∈ G1

and x ∈ Z−
q

.
• Tba: The time for performing a point addition operation
S + T about the bilinear pairing, where S, T ∈ G1.

• Tmtp: The time for performing a MapToPoint hash oper-
ation about the bilinear pairing.

• Tem: The time for performing a scale multiplication
operation x·P about the ECC, where P ∈ G and x ∈ Zq .

• Tea: The time for performing a point addition operation
S + T about the ECC, where S, T ∈ G.

• Th: The time for performing a one-way hash function
operation.

The execution time of above cryptographic operations is
computed using the MIRACL [31]. The hardware platform
contains an Intel I7-6700 processor, 8 gigabytes memory and
runs Windows 7 operating system. Table III lists out the
execution time.

A. Computation Cost Analysis

We only introduce Azees et al.’s scheme [3] and our scheme
in detail. The specific analysis of [14], [13], [24] could be
achieved in the same way. The computation cost of each step
listed in Table IV.

The bilinear pairing is adopted in Azees et al.’s scheme [3].
For a single message signing step of Azees et al.’s scheme [3],
the vehicle is required to perform one point addition operation
and one hash function operation; consequently, the execution
time is 1Tbm + 1Th ≈ 0.695 ms. To verify a single message
of Azees et al.’s scheme [3], the verifier is required to carry
out two bilinear pairing operations, two scalar multiplication
operations, and five point addition operations. Accordingly,
the execution time is 2Tbp + 5Tbm + 2Tba ≈ 13.6456 ms. For
the batch verification of multiple messages in Azees et al.’s
scheme [3], the verifier is required to perform (n+ 1) bilinear
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Fig. 6. Delay in the batch verification of multiple messages.

pairing operations, (5n) scalar multiplication operations , and
(2n) point addition operations; consequently, the execution
time is (n+ 1)Tbp + (5n)Tbm + (2n)Tba ≈ 5.086+8.5596n
ms.

The proposed scheme is established on ECC. For the single
message signing step, the verifier is required to carry out one
scalar multiplication operation and one general hash function
operation. Thus, the execution time only needs 1Tem +1Th ≈
0.3228 ms. To verify a single message of the proposed scheme,
the verifier is required to perform three scalar multiplication
operations, two point addition operations and two general
hash function operations. Accordingly, the execution time of
the phase is 3Tem + 2Tea + 2Th ≈ 0.9722 ms. For batch
verifying multiple messages of the proposed scheme, the
verifier is required to execute (n + 2) scalar multiplication
operations, (2n+2) point addition operations and (2n) general
hash function operations; consequently, the execution time is
(n+ 2)Tem + (2n+ 2)Tea + (2n)Th ≈ 0.6484+0.3286n ms.

Form the results shown in Figure. 5, we can see that,
for signing and verifying a single message, the proposed
scheme achieves much lower computational delay. In order
to demonstrate the major benefit of our scheme in batch
verifying of multiple messages, in Figure. 6, we compare
the execution time of batch verification in proposed protocol
with four related schemes [3], [14], [13], [24]. Obviously, our
scheme achieves better performance.

B. Communication Cost Analysis

Because p is 64 bytes and p is 20 bytes, the sizes of the
elements in G1 and G are 64 × 2 = 128 bytes and 20 × 2 =
40 bytes. Let the size of general hash function’s output be 20
bytes and timestamp be 4 bytes. Here, we consider the size of
signature only. Table V shows the specific computation costs.

In Azees’s scheme [3], the vehicle sends its signature
messages {sig, Yk, Certk} to the verifier, where Certk =
(Yk‖Ei‖DIDui‖γu‖γv‖c‖λ‖σ1‖σ2), c is a hash operation
result, {sig, Ei, DIDui, γu, γv, Yk} ∈ G1, {λ, σ1, σ2} ∈ Zq;
consequently, the communication cost is 128×6+4×20 = 848
bytes. In Tzeng’s scheme [14], the vehicle broadcasts the

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION COST

AIGMS SVM BVM

Azees’s
scheme
[3]

1Tbm+1Th 2Tbp+5Tbm+
2Tba

(n + 1)Tbp +
(5n)Tbm + (2n)Tba

Tzeng’s
scheme
[14]

3Tbm+2Th 2Tbp+1Tbm+
1Tba + 1Th

2Tbp + (2n +
1)Tbm + (2n +
1)Tba + (n)Th

He’s
scheme
[13]

3Tem+3Th 3Tem+2Tea+
2Th

(2n+2)Tem+(2n+
2)Tea + (2n)Th

Li’s
scheme
[24]

1Tem+2Th 4Tem+1Tea+
2Th

(2n + 2)Tem +
(n)Tea + (2n)Th

Our
scheme

1Tem+1Th 3Tem+2Tea+
2Th

(n+2)Tem +(2n+
2)Tea + (2n)Th

AIGMS: Sign a single message.
SVM: Verify a single message.
BVM: Batch verification of multiple messages.

TABLE V
COMMUNICATION COST

Sending a single message Sending n messages

Azees’s scheme [3] 848 bytes 848n bytes

Tzeng’s scheme [14] 388 bytes 388n bytes

He’s scheme [13] 144 bytes 144n bytes

Li’s scheme [24] 144 bytes 144n bytes

Our scheme 84 bytes 84n bytes

anonymous identity and signature {AIDi,Mi, Si, Ti}, where
AIDi = (AID(i,1), AID(i,2)) ∈ G1, Ti is the timestamp.
Accordingly, the communication cost is 128×3+4 = 388 bytes.
In He’s scheme [13], the vehicle broadcasts the anonymous
identity and signature {Mi, AIDi, Ti, Ri, σi}, where AIDi =
(AID(i,1), AID(i,2)) ∈ G, σi ∈ Zq , Ti is the timestamp. Ac-
cordingly, the communication cost is 40×3+20+4 = 144 bytes.
In Li’s scheme [24], the vehicle broadcasts the anonymous
identity and signature {PIDi,l, PKi,l, Ri, Ti, sigi}, where
{Ri, sigi, PKi,l} ∈ G, Ti is the timestamp. Accordingly, the
communication cost is 40×3+20+4 = 144 bytes.

The vehicle in the proposed scheme broadcasts the anony-
mous identity and signature {AIDi, Ri,MV i, tti, σV i}, where
AIDi, σi ∈ Zq and tti is the timestamp. Accordingly, the
communication cost is 20×2+40+4 = 84 bytes. Therefore, our
scheme incurs a much lower communication cost than these
four latest schemes [3], [14], [13], [24].

VII. EVALUATION

To prove the validity of our reputation system, we conducted
preliminary simulation experiments. Because TA has filtered
the messages in the feedback collection module, the feedback
messages we used in reputation calculation module are all
valid. Here, we set the number of vehicles participating in
the feedback from 0 to 30. Targeted vehicles initial reputation
scores are set to 60 to 90, and the reputation threshold is 60.
The multiple weighting method is used to calculate vehicles’
reputation scores; therefore, in order to get realistically close
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Fig. 7. The influence of different behaviors (good or malicious) on the
vehicle’s reputation score.

Fig. 8. The influence of different degrees of malicious behavior on the
vehicle’s reputation score.

to real world scenario, we have carefully chosen the values
of these parameters after trying different parameters. For a
reputation segment, the weights of the effect degree Dt, the
objective evaluation score Et and the historical reputation
score Ht are α = 0.9, β = 0.05, and γ = 0.05.

From Figure. 7, we can clearly see that at a certain time
different behaviors (good or malicious) of vehicles will lead
to different results, good behavior increases the reputation
score of a vehicle, whereas malicious behavior can result in a
decrease in its reputation score. We use the coordinate values
obtained from the three-dimensional coordinate axis to explain
this conclusion. For example, the corresponding meaning of
[60, 25, 66.5] is that a vehicle with an initial reputation score
of 60 is reported by 25 vehicles because of its good behavior
(such as timely inform traffic congestion information to other
vehicles). Then, after the TA performs reputation calculation,
the vehicle’s reputation score rises to 66.5. On the contrary,
[60, 25, 41.5] indicates that if the vehicle is reported by
25 vehicles for its malicious behavior (such as send false
information to other vehicles leading to traffic accidents), the
reputation score of this vehicle will decrease to 41.5. In the
same way, from Figure. 8, we know that different malicious
behavior of the target vehicle will lead to the decline of its
reputation score at different speeds. The greater the malicious
influence caused by the message, the faster the reputation score

of the vehicle drops. On the other hand, both Figures. 7 and
Figures. 8 show that, generally speaking, the more vehicles
participate in the feedback, the faster the reputation score of
the target vehicle changes.

Since the reputation threshold is set in the system, if the
reputation score of the vehicle below the threshold, TA will
regard this vehicle as a malicious one, and refuse to send the
required information to the vehicle. By removing malicious
vehicles in time, the environment of vehicular networks can
be improved. Therefore, the proposed reputation system can
improve the credibility of messages in vehicular networks to
a certain extent. Besides, different weights can be set for the
parameters according to actual application.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a reputation system-based lightweight mes-
sage authentication framework and a protocol for 5G-enabled
vehicular networks were proposed. The TA is in charge of
the reputation management for preventing vehicles with a
reputation score below a given threshold from participating
in the communication. This reduces the existence of untrusted
messages in the vehicular networks. We also proved that the
proposed scheme is secure against existential forgery in the
random oracle model. Detailed security analysis shows that
our protocol not only achieves the security objectives but also
resists various common types of security attacks. This scheme
is based on the elliptic curve cryptosystem and supports
batch authentication, thereby achieving better performance. As
future work, we will continue our efforts to conduct further
simulation for demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed
framework.
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